INTRODUCTION: SCHRICK 830am – 9am

REVIEW OF GRADUATE PROGRAM: EDWARDS/GRAD CMTE 9am – 1030am
GRADUATE PROGRAM INTRODUCTION
   Current snapshot and trends
   Summarize student body, course grades, correlations, etc
   Requirements for admission, maintenance of good standing

G: WHO TEACHES WHAT AND WHEN?
   Review of topics covered in each class

G PROGRAM ASSESSMENT REVIEW

EXTERNAL REVIEW COMMENTS

FORECAST

ACTIONS TO CONSIDER
   Common syllabi
   Course descriptions and syllabi should relate to course SLOs and Program SLOs
   Curricular proposals

REVIEW OF UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM: KOJIMA/UG CMTE 1030am – noon
UG PROGRAM INTRODUCTION
   Current snapshot and trends
   Summarize student body, course grades, correlations, etc
   Requirements for admission, maintenance of good standing

UG ADVISING AND RECRUITMENT
   Current advising loads
   Updates and Communications
      Will be distributed to ANYONE with a teaching appointment
      Student Success person: Orientation, First Year, Careers.
      Culture Shift: emphasize need to retain information

REVIEW
   UG program assessment review
   External review comments
   Survey results
   New vet school admit requirements

FORECAST - As we review our curriculum, keep the future in mind – TN Promise, student quality

UG: WHO TEACHES WHAT AND WHEN? Noon - 1230pm
   Review of topics covered in each class
   Quick review, then solicit suggestions, let simmer over lunch
LUNCH 1230-130pm

DELIBERATIONS and ACTIONS 130pm – 4pm

ACTIONS TO CONSIDER RELATIVE TO ASSESSMENT 130pm – 2pm
Common syllabi
Course descriptions and syllabi should relate to course SLOs and Program SLOs

UG PROPOSED CURRICULAR CHANGES: 2pm – 330pm
Undergraduate
ANSC 330 – principles of comparative nutrition lecture + lab (feeds/feeding/ration)
ANSC 430 – lecture: comparative nutritional biochemistry and metabolism (4 credits)
Increase level of difficulty in ANSC 160 and 280?
Remove orientation material to AGNR 100 or create ANSC 100?
ANSC 220 as a gatekeeper
   C or C- needed to continue in major?
All prereqs greater than C- to continue?
Incorporate Int'l Ag, WFS, and PUBH as options for STEM/ANIN?
New STEM electives? 285, med term?
TA Allocation (with G input)
Rename ANSC 361 to Livestock Merchandising
Emphasize availability of Meats and Forage courses FDST269,461,462; PLSC 435

UG HOW TO STREAMLINE TO A TWO YEAR PATHWAY FOR TRANSFERS 330pm – 4pm
Require 8 hrs biol and 8 hours chem
ANSC160, 220, 280 first semester
Human A&P? (Proficiency exam for rumen/digestive phys for human A&P students?)
Proficiency Exams for other ANSC courses?